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INTRODUCTION
amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Alfredo Edgardo Alvarez Ahumada has contributed to the dictionary with 119 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you.
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abilene
Roman Abilene:Territorio of the celesiria, or anti-Lebanon North of Mount hermon, currently raphana, city near the river
abana.

adman
adman: Jesus is the chronicler, publicist, analyst, historiador.2. diffuser, informant, the Communicator.

ahoy
Ahoy:Hoy. now. ya.en instantly.

aligner
Aligner: refers to alinear.formar. place in order.

altimeter
altimeter: altimeter: Jesus is the device that measures the altitude differential in relation to a reference point.

apologize
APOLOGIZE: FORGIVENESS. APOLOGIES.MAKE EXCUSES. TRIED TO MAKE AMENDS.

barnacle
BARNACLE:IGNORANTE. CLUMSY. BABIECA. ASS. DONKEY. SILLY.

begin
BEGIN. BUGUIN: UNDERTAKE, KICKING OFF.START SOMETHING, BIRTH, START LIVING.

benign
BENIGN: BENIGN. GENEROUS. HUMAN. FRIENDLY. CLEMENTE.

binaural
Binaural: Jesus said is of a stereo sound to the seating in the place where the sound originates.

blinis
blinis:e a kind of crepe-based flour, egg, milk and yeast, of Slavic origin.

blueprint
blueprint: it refers to a type of a single color, or a single color photography, and that to produce a copy of the original,
appeared blue, called blueprint.

boar
BOAR:JABALI.WILD PIG.

boles
BOL:vasija or large glass without handle or grip.

bonder
bonder: Jesus is the adhesive material, rubber, or glue.

brassica
Brassica:Arbusto of the family brassicaceae. This group of plants is dominated by incorporating species in agriculture
and gardening.

bushel
bushel:celemin or measurement agraria.medida used before metric decimal.medida of capacity for goods such as flour,
grains and other products afinesutilizadas in the English-speaking countries.

caftan
caftan. caftan:Tunica of silk open in the front and covers the body until the middle of the legs, of Muslim countries
pledge.

cameo
THEATRICAL CAMEO:AUTORREPRESENTACION AN AUTHOR'S BRIEF APPEARANCE.

carcinogenesis
carcinogenesis. carcinogenesis: Jesus said be cancerous in a cell or in a normal organ development.

carrier
CARRIER:TECNOLOGO LINK CONNECTIONS TELEFONIA-INTERNET.

cembalo
Cembalo. Cembalo:clavicembalo: musical stringed instrument handled with pins and driven by keys.

charade
CHARADE: PROPHECY, CHARADA:ADIVINACION, FARCE, ENIGMA, RIDDLE.

cloak
cloak: applies to mantle. coat, capote toga, capisayo, shelter.

coarse
COARSE:GROSERIA. VULGARITY. MALCRIANZA. PERSON OR THING ORDINARY, COARSE, ROUGH.

collinear
collinear: Jesus said is that is aligned. that retains the same straight line.

cooler
COOLER: REFRIGERATOR. COOLER. FRIDGE.

creole
CREOLE:CRIOLLO, COLONIAL, AMERICAN.

critter
Critter: referred to in a:mascota or compania.2 animal. person or criatura.3. neopteros insects.

cutie
Cutie: Jesus is the beauty, the encanto.hermosura, preciousness.

dalmatian
Dalmatian: refers to the Dalmatian dog. animal in the Adriatic region.

delirious
DELIRIOUS: RAVE. DELIRIOUS.DESVARIAR, DREAM, FANTASIZE.

despite
HOWEVER DESPITE:NO. AS MUCH AS. HOWEVER. THOUGH. IN SPITE OF. DESPITE A.

dingo
DINGO:ANIMAL VERTEBRATE, CARNIVOROUS WOLF-LIKE APPEARANCE. THE CANIDAE FAMILY.

disaster
disaster: refers to the accident, the catastrofe.desastre, calamity, cataclysm.

diver
DIVER: FUN, CHEERFUL, PLEASANT.

ebo
Ebo: the religious doctrine refers to the sacrifice; spiritual cleansing. means also: effects based on the
actos.valoraciones with practical propositos.biologia online.

enable
enable: Jesus said be prepare, organize, provide, teach, allow, or enable something.

entries
ENTRIES:REGISTRO. ACCESS. ENTER. ENTER. ADVOCATE. CONSULTATIONS. ANNOTATIONS.

environment
environment: Jesus said was an exhibition in a walkable, or enabled to navigate environment.

exposure
exposure:exposicion to the riesgos.desproteccion. desabrigo.

extrude
extrude: of extrude: you say of the liquid mass, which takes the form of the container is where pitch

factotum
factotum. factotum:persona of extreme confidence in a loyal to another trabajo.persona.

fermata
Fermata:estacionamiento. stop. Calderon. 2 section of notes cadenciadas that are temporarily suspending the compass.

flus
FLUS:VESTIDO OR COMPLETE MAN AND GENERALLY GOOD QUALITY COSTUME.

foursome
foursome: Jesus is the Group of four players. Cuarteto.Partida of double hit between two groups of players.

fresnel
Fresnel: is Jesus said is equal to 1o.12 hertz reference unit.

frisbee
FRISBEE:OBJETO CIRCULAR, RING, PLATE OR PLASTIC DISK THAT IT LAUNCHES WITH THE HAND FOR FUN,
OR FOR SPORTS COMPETITIONS.

gamble
GAMBLE:ESPECULACION. RISK. BET.

gasman
A COMPANY OF GAS, BUTANE, GASMAN:ADMINISTRATIVO OR FUEL.

gerbil
gerbil: rodent pequeno.2. gerbil, Jerboa: common name of various mammals, rodents of tawny fur tail and long back
legs.

granola
CEREAL GRANOLA:ALIMENTO WITH NATURAL INGREDIENTS.

granola
CEREAL GRANOLA:ALIMENTO WITH NATURAL INGREDIENTS.

grouper

Grouper:Mero: yellow oscuro.2 marine osteictio fish. pure, undefiled.

healer
healer:Santero, healer, medicastro, healing.

healer
healer:Santero, healer, medicastro, healing.

hominem
HOMINEM:CONTRA MAN. TYPE OF DECEPTION. FRAUD. LIE.

hostel
YOUTH HOSTEL:ALBERGUE LOW PRICE.

hula
HULA:REGION OF SYRIA.DANCE.GAME OF TWISTS AT THE WAIST.

humidifier
humidifier:humidificador: damping.

hurry
hurry: acuciar, urge, hasten, force, speed up, lighten.

ideomotor
involuntary ideomotor:causalidad of the subconsciente.o relative to the acts, or movements of the subconscious.

ignite
ignite: pin fuego.encender, put to fire... ignite. combustion.

implausible
IMPLAUSIBLE: NONSENSE. ILLOGICAL. UNCERTAIN. LITTLE REMOTE, UNREASONABLE.

inference
inference: refers to infer, deduct, derive, conclude, interact, connect. consequence.

investor
Investor:capitalista, investor, financial, investor and businessman.

invincible
invincible: invincible. ago Re: untamed, unruly, intractable.

isolate
ISOLATE:DISTANCIA. INSULATION. SEPARATION. DEVIATION. DISUNITY. STAY AWAY.

isolator
ISOLATOR:DESCONECTOR. DISCONNECTOR. INSULATOR. MECHANISM THAT OPENS OR CLOSES A CIRCUIT
OR A PASSIVE, INACTIVE CONTOUR.

kosher
Kosher:alimento that meet or comply with the standards of the Jews.

later
later: applies to then; more later, later, later.

lavender
LAVENDER: LAVENDER. LAVENDER.PURPURA.DE LIGHT BLUE HUE.

licorice
LICORICE:REGALIZ: OROZUZ. REGALICIA. ALCAZUZ: EXPECTORANT. MEDICATION.

lovable
lovable: friendly, adorable, funny, gorgeous, lovely.

lunaria
LUNARIA:LUNA.ORNAMENTAL PLANT WITH FLOWERS.CALENDAR.

marquee
MARQUEE: MARQUEE, LENS HOOD, AWNING, SHELTER FROM THE SUN, SHADE HOUSE PORCH.

mastoiditis
mastoiditis:infeccion of the mastoid bone which is part of the temporal bone in the middle ear.

munster
MUNSTER:MONASTERIO. CHURCH. PROVINCE OF THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND, NEXT TO THE ATLANTIC.

navigate
navigate: Jesus said was to navigate. navigate a ship through water.

nibble
nibble:e the meeting of four digits made up of two units or figures, expressing a quantity.

nicer
nicer: refers to it is pleasant, friendly, fun, happy, beautiful.

obey
obey: refers to compliance, compliance, obedience and respect.

oblivion
OBLIVION:AMNESIA. OBLIVION. OBLIVION.NEGLECT. LOSS. ABSENCE.

ocarina
Ocarina:Instrumento of small wind descendant of primitive whistles made of clay or bone.

oculus
Oculus:oculo: eye. in decoration, it is a window or skylight in the form of eye, or ovalo.en some places called cow, or ox
eye.

orchard
ORCHARD:CERCADO. ORCHARD. VERGEL. FARM. VEGA.

ordeal
ORDEAL:PRUEBA. SUFFERING.EXPERIENCE STRONG, TOUGH, HEAVY.

overage
OVERAGE:REMANENTE OR ANY MANUFACTURING OR ANY PRODUCTION OVERRUN.

paupers
paupers: referred to in a:indigente, beggars, beggars and poor.

pictorial
pictorial: pictorial: Jesus said is the graphic drawing, illustrated, painted, or gravure.

plop
PLOP:REMEDO OF AMAZEMENT, OF FAINTING.

plumber
PLUMBER: THAT IS MADE OF LEAD.SUGAR CANE, EMPLOMADOR, LATERAL, PLUMBER, PLUMBER.

prefer
prefer: refers to preferir.elegir, favor.

pregnant
pregnan: refers to pregnant, pregnant women, expectant mothers, gravid.

prentice
Prentice: Jesus is the pupil, student, or aprendiz.de inexperience, incompetence. bisonez.

printer
PRINTER:IMPRESORA. LINOTYPE. PRINTER. PRESS. PRESS.

proboscis
proboscis: ( trompa-tentaculo ) It is an antenna, or an elongated appendage of tubular shape located on the head of
some animals, to eat and absorb.

redhead
redhead: refers to hair rojo.pelirrojo.

samsara
samsara:e streaming junto.es all causation of life from birth until death, passing by all the human absolute States that
leads to suffering. expressed in the philosophical traditions of Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism, Gnosticism and
Freemasonry and the Rosicrucian, among other ancient religions of the Earth.

saucier
sausier. Saucier: Jesus said is the head of the office of Palace in charge of the dining room, or the table services.

sisyphus
Sisyphus:e a notice of philosophical inquiry into a figure, or a Greek mythological character, which is exposed and
discussed the theme of suicide and the value of life, as the man's pointless and relentless effort.

tiber
TIBER:RIO. THE THIRD MOST RIO GRANDE OF CENTRAL ITALY.

tips
TIPS:DONATIVO. GRATIFICATION. GIFT. TIP. OFFERING. INCENTIVE. REWARD. GIFT.

tired
tired: applies to agitated, exalted, irritated, heated, inflamed, exhausted, tired, weakened, fatigued, exhausted.

tonsil
TONSIL:GLANDULA. TONSIL. ANGINA.

tradeable
TRADEABLE: NEGOTIABLE. MARKETABLE. INSERTABLE. EXPORTABLE. FUNDABLE.

trefoil
trefoil:1. It is said is a sheet of trebol.2. plant species of the genus trifolium.3. numbers or paging which consists of three
divisions.

tropia
tropia:desviacion or separation of the axes visuales.estrabismo, squint.

truncheon
truncheon. truncheon: weapon. baton. Maza.baston of police control.

tuition
Tuition:Precio of a tuition fee for teaching, or colegiatura.costo of education.

tularemia
infectious tularemia:enfermedad caused by the bacterium francisella tularensis.fiebre of rabbits.

ulna
ulna:cubito: long bone on the inside of the arm parallel to the RADIUS between the humeral tróclea and the Carpus or
equidistant.

unclog
UNCLOG: REMOVE OBSTRUCTION.DESCASTAR IS, UNDO IT, CONGESTION IS.

verge
vergé. verge: refers to the limiteborde, edge, margin, border. It is said is a signal adjacent or contiguous set.

verite
VERITE:VERDAD. REALISM. NATURALNESS. RECONCILIATION.

vermilion
vermilion. vermilion:bermellon. Garnet red, Scarlet, colorado.cinabrio.

virgil
Virgil: lugares. village North American in the State of south dakota; in illinois and Virgil misuri.de, name
masculino.virgilio, Roman poet.

viridian
Viridian: refers to the emerald green, or green power. also called viridiano.

vizier
vizier:visir: in the Islamic traditional or historical framework, refers to Prime Minister especialmente.o Ministers of State.

